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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
*

Read instructions given below carefully for solving this question paper.

1.

This question paper has 90 questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

2.

Last two descriptive questions are compulsory. They carry 5 marks each.

3.

There is a separate answer-sheet to write the answers. Each question has four options.
Options are ABCD out of the four any one of the options is the correct answer. Shade
the correct answer in the answer-sheet.

Example : If the correct answer for Q. NO 6.is B, then record your answer as follows:
Question No. 6
4.

A

B

C

D

Answer recorded in any other from will not be considered. Such answers will be
marked ‘zero’.

Example :

A

B

C

D

5.

Answer should be written using a pencil only. Blue or black ball pen or ink-pen will
not be accessed.

6.

Answers once marked cannot be changed or rewritten.

7.

Any kind of cancellation or answers recorded marked in more than one circle will not
be considered.

8.

The exam has limited time, in case you are not able to solve a question, kindly solve
the next question. If time permits you can try to solve the unsolved questions.

9.

Essay must be written at the back portion of the Answer paper.

10. Result of this examination will be displayed on the Notice Board.
11. Do not write or mark anything on the question paper.
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Q.1. to 4 : Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions choosing the correct
option.
There are two different kinds of camel. One, known as the Dromedary, has only a single hump;
the other is called a Bactrian camel and has two humps. The humps help the animal to survive in the
desert, by acting as storage containers. But they don’t store water – as many people wrongly believe
– they are full of fat. This fat nourishes the camels when food is scarce. If they have nothing to eat
for several days, their humps shrink as the fat is used up.
1. The Dromedary, has........hump
a) one
b) two
c) three
d) four
2. Identify the underlined word :
The humps help the animal to survive.
a) Noun
b) verb
c) pronoun
d) adverb
3. Give the meaning of ‘Survive’
a) wander
b) live
c) resist
d) insist
4. He …………………, you will catch him.
a) know
b) knews
c) knowing
d) knows
*
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5 to 8 : Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions choosing the correct
option.
Then we came to what was called the lucky shop. The shopkeeper was neither young
nor old. He was a middle aged man. He seemed neither too smart nor too lazy. He wanted
everybody to try their luck. There were discs on the table with numbers from one to ten facing
down. All you had to do was to pay 50 paise, pick up any six discs, add up the numbers on the
discs and find the total. The article marked with that number was yours.

The shopkeeper was......
a) young
b) old
6. He seemed ......... too smart nor too lazy.
a) nor
b) neither
7. There were ........ plates on the table
a) six
b) three
8. You have to pay....... paise.
a) 10 paise
b) 50 paise
Instruction : Identify the noun :
9. We told Director all that had happened.
a) we
b) told
Instructioin : Identify the pronoun :
10. He was a middle aged man
a) man
b) he
Instructioin : Identify the Adjective :
11. I have never seen an ugly man
a) I
b) Never

c) middle aged

d) none of these

c) either

d) or

c) four

d) five

c) 30 paise

d) 20 paise

c) Director

d) all

c) was

d) a

c) ugly

d) man

Instructioin : Identify the Verb :
12. The sun rises in the west
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